Congress: Canadian Ass of Pediatric Surgeons

The special rate is 175$ + taxes. Please note that the parking is not included in this price. For more information, please contact the reservations service at 1-800-463-5256.

PHONE RESERVATIONS

1- Call 1-800-463-5256.

2- Ask to book in the bloc room Canadian Ass of Pediatric Surgeons Folio 508425. A credit card will be asked as a guarantee and will be asked again at your arrival at the hotel.

3- The payment will be done at your departure

ONLINE RESERVATION

1- Click on this link : Hotel Reservation
2- Select the number of adults and children who will share the room.
3- In the selection bar where it’s written “ADD CODE”, choose the bar “group attendee” and enter your code: 508425 and press “ADD”.
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4- After you press “ADD”, this page will open. You will need to press the box “Select & go to the next step” to access to your group.

5- Select the arrival date.

6- Select the departure date.
7- Select the box “Confirm dates of stay” and then you can choose the type of room you need.

8- Follow the steps to complete your reservation and give your credit card information's for guarantee.